Schmit Christine

School year 2022/2023

School list C2.2
1 Schoolbag
-

Big enough to pack an A4 folder
without wheels!
drinking bottle
Morning break snackbox

2 pencil cases

-

1 foldable pencil case

1 arts and crafts pencil case

(to be kept in the schoolbag)

(to remain at school)

2 pencils (Staedtler HB2)
1 white rubber
1 plastic ruler (15 cm)
1 friction pen (+ cartridges)
colouring pencils: red, orange, yellow,
green, blue (Staedtler or Faber Castell)
pencil sharpener (with a receptacle!)

- 1 set of colouring pencils (Staedtler
or Faber Castell)
- 1 set of felt tip pens
- 1 pair of scissors (be aware: left
handed or right handed?)
- 2 pritt stick (white)

German
-

1 yellow folder, 8 cm, 2 punch holes
1 binder with rubber band (look at image)
1 thin yellow or orange plastic folder, 2 cm, 2 punch holes
1 yellow DIN A4 notebook with checked pattern (squares + with border!)

Maths
- 1 red folder, 4 cm, 2 punch holes
- 1 metal ruler (30 cm)
- 1 red DIN A4 notebook with checked pattern (squares + with border!)

Secondary subjects
- 1 orange folder, 4 cm, 2 punch holes (only if your child was not in
my class for this previous year)
- 1 green folder, 4 cm, 2 punch holes
- 1 packet of 6 dividers (only if your child was not in my class for this
previous year)
Ø Place these immediately in the green folder
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Arts and crafts (please put it in an old shoebox!)
-

1 apron or old large shirt
1 flannel or large rag
1 cup
Water paints
6 paintbrushes (3 « bristle brushes», 3 « soft brushes », N° 4, 8, 12)

Physical education
-

Trainers (no dark/black soles!)
Tracksuit bottoms, t-Shirt
Small rucksack
Water bottle

Swimming classes
-

Small bag
Swimsuit, swimming trunks
Cap
Towel
Soap

Miscellaneous
- Slippers
- Drinking cup
- 1 box of handkerchiefs

Please write the name of your child
on all the items
(even on the pencils etc)

Enjoy the holiday
Schmit Christine

